Diffusion and perfusion MR imaging.
Diffusion (DWI) and perfusion weighted (PWI) MR imaging, have come to have an increasingly important clinical role, especially in neurovascular imaging. Diffusion MR imaging does not evaluate hemodynamic parameters, but can be considered a functional technique because it provides information about the tissue functional structure at a microscopic level. In this technique, image contrast to a large extent depends on the diffusion coefficient, a parameter indicative of the characteristics of the stochastic thermic translational motion of water molecules (Brownian motion). Clinical perfusion measurement has been performed in almost all organs with different techniques. Over the last ten years, with the use of contrast media, considerable experience has been gained in the measurement of hemodynamics with MRI. At present, perfusion-MR imaging is one of the clinically most relevant procedures of functional MRI, whose application is gaining ground, owing to the increasing availability of necessary hardware and software. Physical and hemodynamic principles of the two techniques, pulse sequences necessary for their implementation and main applications in the imaging of CNS disorders are illustrated. While DWI and PWI alone can address numerous questions, their information is for the most part complementary to that provided by conventional MRI and their combination seems extremely promising.